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Classification Questions for Bank Exams (CGL Tier 1 & SSC 10+2)

Classification Quiz 7

Directions: In this type questions, usually four groups of words are given. Three of them are similar to each other in some manner while one is different and this is to be chosen by the candidate as the answer.

1. Select the one which is different from the other three responses.
   A. Cotton    B. Nylon    C. Silk    D. Linen

2. Select the one which is different from the other three responses.
   A. Goa    B. Jaipur    C. Chennai    D. Aizawl

3. Select the one which is different from the other three responses.
   A. Talking    B. Walking    C. Sleeping    D. Running

4. Select the one which is different from the other four responses.
   A. Triumph    B. Win    C. Success    D. Growth

5. Select the one which is different from the other four responses.
   A. Think    B. Reflect    C. Speak    D. Consider

6. Select the one which is different from the other four responses.
   A. Violin    B. Harp    C. Guitar    D. Flute

7. Select the one which is different from the other four responses.
   A. India    B. Egypt    C. Country    D. Brazil

8. Select the one which is different from four other responses.
   A. Fast    B. Quick    C. Sudden    D. Rapid
9. Select the one which is different from the other three responses.

10. Select the one which is different from the other three responses.
    A. Screw driver       B. Spanner       C. Pliers       D. Knife
Correct Answers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Explanations:

1.
Cotton is obtained from tree; Nylon and Linen are artificial fibers. Silk is obtained from an insect.
Hence, option C is correct.

2.
Goa is a Satate of Union of India. All others are capital cities of Satates.
Rajasthan – Jaipur
Tamil Nadu – Chennai
Mizoram – Aizawal
Hence, option A is correct.

3.
Sleeping is different from the other three. Except sleeping, all other activities involves some action.
Hence, option C is correct.

4.
Here the word 'Growth' does not belong to the group because all other words means to get success but 'Growth' means to increase something.
Hence, option D is correct.
5. 
Speak is different from the other words. Except ‘Speak’, all other words signify abstract actions.
Hence, option C is correct.

6. 
All except Flute are string instruments.
Hence, option D is correct.

7. 
India, Egypt, Brazil and Algeria are countries.
Hence, option C is correct.

8. 
Here the word ‘sudden’ does not belong to the group because all other words means ‘to hurry’ but ‘sudden’ means ‘to happen at once.
Hence, option C is correct.

9. 
Except the New York, all others are capitals.
Hence, option D is correct.

10. 
Except knife all others are not cutting tools.
Hence, option D is correct.
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